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(57) Abstract: Improved work roll, particularly for use in closed gap rolling, has a composite structure comprising a cylindrical outer layer (14) made of steel, and providing the work surface of the roll, separated from a steel core (12) by an intermediate layer (13) of material such as aluminium or copper having a lower Young's modulus than that of the layer (14). Provided that the dimensions of the outer layer (14) and intermediate layer (13) are chosen appropriately, this combination can realise a work roll having an effective Young's modulus which is lower than that of steel whilst at the same time retaining the advantages of a steel work surface and enabling higher rolling speeds.
A WORK ROLL FOR AND A METHOD OF PRODUCING METAL FOIL

The present invention relates to a work roll, and to a method of producing metal foil by rolling metal web, sheets or strips and in particular by cold rolling of the metal. The invention is particularly, but not exclusively, useful in the production of aluminium or aluminium alloy foil especially when closed gap rolling is used. The term metal as used in this specification is intended as reference to a metal and/or its metal alloy. For example, the metal may be aluminium or an aluminium alloy, particularly foil alloys such as AA8006, AA1045 or AA1200.

Methods of cold rolling metal sheets or strips to form metal foil are well known in the art, and make use of work rolls made of steel having a Young's modulus of just over 200 GPa. The metal sheet initially undergoes open gap rolling until it is thin enough to necessitate closed gap rolling.

With reference to Figure 1, in closed gap rolling opposing edge regions of the circumferential surfaces of the work rolls 1 are in contact beyond the longitudinal edges of the metal strip 6, so that the thickness of the emerging strip is controlled by flattening of the surface of the rolls. Here, the longitudinal edges of the metal strip are taken to mean the edges of the metal strip that lie parallel to the direction of travel. In open gap rolling the work rolls are not in contact beyond the longitudinal edges of the metal strip.

International patent application publication number WO99/48627 describes a method of manufacturing metal foil by cold rolling metal plate initially using work rolls having a Young's modulus between 210 GPa and 310 GPa for carrying out open gap rolling, and later using work rolls having a Young's modulus in excess of 540 GPa for carrying out rolling on at least some of those passes that would have been closed gap if ordinary steel rolls had been used. The final pass or passes are carried out using work rolls having a Young's modulus between 210 GPa and 310 GPa. This document does not mention work rolls having a Young's modulus below
210 GPa or use thereof. Indeed, this document suggests that “harder” rolls (by which is meant rolls with a higher Young’s Modulus) should be used in near closed gap rolling. Also, it does not address the question of how to increase speed of rolling.

DE19702325 describes a method of making rolls and roll sets for vibration dampening. This document teaches the use of a hollow roll or a roll having a longitudinal bore extending along the axis of the roll which may be filled with, for example, lead or tungsten to alter the vibration characteristics of the roll. There is no suggestion that the bore or the filling alters the effective Young’s Modulus of the roll.

US 2,187,250 describes a method of compensating for roll deflection. One of the embodiments describes the use of a composite roll comprising a central shaft separated from the steel outer shell by an intermediate layer of material, such as cast iron, having a relatively lower modulus of elasticity. The central shaft is crown shaped so that the intermediate layer is thinner in the middle than at the ends. In this way the elastic effect of the intermediate layer is felt more at the edges of the roll than its centre, thus tending to cancel deflection forces.

US 3,503,242 describes a composite work roll which is designed to overcome the problem of flatness in the rolled product. The roll is designed to elastically deform locally to correct local off-flatness in the product. The roll comprises an outer sleeve of hard material separated from a central arbour by a thin layer of low modulus resilient material such as hard rubber or other elastomer, polyurethane, neoprene butadiene-styrene or similar elastomeric materials.

There are many disadvantages associated with conventional techniques for foil rolling metal sheets. Although the use of work rolls with a high Young’s modulus allows a larger reduction in the gauge of the metal per pass, their disadvantage is that they produce poor flatness of the foil.

The use of work rolls with low Young’s modulus, whilst avoiding the problem of poor flatness of the metal, has the disadvantage of limiting
reduction through roll flattening on later passes.

In conventional closed gap rolling methods in order to achieve a small gauge of foil, high loads are used to exert high pressure on the metal through the work rolls, but this has the disadvantage that, beyond a certain load only deformation of the work rolls occurs and so no further reduction of gauge will result.

A further disadvantage is that presently the speed of the mill is used to control the exit gauge of the foil. When the rolls are freshly ground and the friction between the rolls and the foil is high, the sheet can be rolled faster. As the work rolls wear, they become smoother and the friction decreases. To compensate for the loss of load resulting from this, the mill must be slowed down, thus limiting its productivity. Much effort is presently spent on maintaining a high friction by the use of various roll grinding techniques. When the work rolls wear smooth they must be removed from the mill and be re-ground to regain their high friction properties. In most foil mills, rolls may have to be re-ground after only a few hours of use.

The inventor has found that reducing the effective Young's modulus of at least one of the work rolls, although counter-intuitive, addresses these problems and in particular allows the speed of the mill to be increased.

Accordingly, a first aspect of the present invention provides a work roll for use in the reduction of the thickness of metal sheet, the work roll having an effective Young's modulus in the range 40 GPa to 190 GPa.

According to a second aspect of the present invention there is provided a method for reducing the thickness of metal sheet by cold rolling comprising the steps of rolling the metal sheet at least once using work rolls at least one of which is a roll having an effective Young's Modulus in the range 40 GPa to 190 GPa.

In a preferred embodiment the effective Young's modulus of the work roll is less than 180 GPa, preferably less than 150 GPa and even more preferably less than 120 GPa. In this specification, work rolls having an effective Young's modulus less than 190 GPa will be referred to as
compliant rolls.

Young's modulus is an inherent property of a material: for example the Young's modulus for steel is about 210 GPa, whilst for aluminium it is about 70 GPa. Compliance is a property of a structure, being directly related to the displacement (of the structure) in response to a given load applied thereto. Compliance is dependent therefore not just on the inherent properties of the materials making up the structure – in this case the Young's modulus – but also on the structure itself and in particular, its geometry.

Mathematically, the compliance of a work roll is the deformation of the roll $h$ divided by the roll pressure $p$, and is defined as follows:

$$\text{Compliance} = \frac{h}{p} \quad (1)$$

For the purposes of the present application, compliance can be regarded as directly related to Young's modulus but it should be noted that the compliance of a work roll will change if its geometry is changed and in particular if its diameter is changed. Thus, in the present discussion, it is assumed that the geometric properties of the work roll, and in particular its diameter, are constant. The effect of roll diameter on speed of rolling will be discussed specifically below.

The reason why compliance is important in the context of this invention is that it has been found that increasing the compliance of the roll allows the mill speed to be increased. Since Young's modulus is a significant, although not the only, component of compliance, it will be evident that reducing the Young's modulus which in turn increases the compliance, all other things being equal, will also allow the mill speed to be increased. The challenge is to provide a work roll which, on the one hand, has such a reduced Young's modulus but, on the other hand, has a work surface which is hard wearing.

The present invention may replace the need for high friction to achieve thin gauge of foil by the use of compliant rolls. This results in the
ability to roll with smoother work rolls which will allow both faster rolling and less frequent work roll changes for re-grinding.

In addition, using one or more compliant rolls improves the flatness of the sheet. It is believed that off-flatness results from mismatch between the thickness profile of the strip entering the roll gap and the roll gap profile. This difference causes an unequal elongation of the strip from place to place across the strip width and consequent off-flatness. Local deflections of the rolls across the roll width can accommodate these differences to some extent. Compliant rolls allow greater differences to be accommodated without increasing the off-flatness of the strip exiting the rolling mill. Using compliant rolls, the thickness profile variations of the incoming strip tend to remain as thickness variations rather than being translated into local variations in length.

In a preferred embodiment, the compliant rolls are positioned, in use, such that opposing edge regions of their circumferential surfaces are touching the corresponding edge regions of the other work roll or rolls (closed gap rolling). Alternately, the compliant rolls are positioned in use such that their opposing edge regions are close to touching, but not touching, the corresponding edge regions of the other work roll or rolls (near closed gap rolling). In both circumstances the compliant rolls may be used in combination with speed control to achieve the desired thickness of foil. The compliant rolls allow a higher speed to be used to obtain a given thickness.

As already mentioned, Young’s modulus is a material property and is thus not easily altered for a given material. In a preferred embodiment of the invention there is used a composite work roll that has an effective Young’s modulus which is very different from that of solid steel. Such a composite work roll is preferably fabricated as a core on which is mounted one or more cylindrical layers. In all cases the outermost layer, forming the work surface of the roll, is made from a relatively hard material such as steel or chrome to act as a wear resistant surface to the roll. Underneath
the outermost layer is a layer of compliant material such as aluminium, copper, or magnesium and it is the existence of this compliant layer that gives the work roll, as a whole, its compliance. Controlling the thickness of the outer layer (which is assumed to have a high Young's modulus) and the inner layer (which is assumed to have a lower Young's modulus) enables the degree of compliance to be adjusted, as will be explained in more detail below.

In a composite roll having just a single cylindrical layer over the core, then this single layer is the hard outer layer and the core is the compliant inner layer. Where there are two layers over the core, then the core may be made of hard material such as steel, and the compliant inner layer takes the form of an intermediate layer lying between the core and the outermost layer. Still further layers may be used, if needed to achieve particular characteristics.

The outermost layer of the composite roll needs to be reasonably thick otherwise it is difficult to manufacture. In addition it is preferable to provide some excess thickness to allow for regrinding of the roll as it wears. On the other hand, the thicker the outermost layer, the more the effect of the compliant inner layer will be masked, and a compromise therefore has to be reached. The absolute minimum radial thickness is probably about 4 mm with about 5 mm as the preferred minimum thickness. However, outer layers which are even thinner than this may be used, and have the advantage or providing the maximum compliance. For example, metal or carbide outer layers only 20 microns thick can be applied by flame or plasma spray deposition. When worn, these layers may be repaired by re-spraying rather than regrinding. The maximum radial thickness to avoid excessive masking of the effect of the inner layer is 20 mm. However, the maximum thickness is preferably about 15 mm and even more preferably about 8 mm.

In embodiments where the inner layer takes the form of an intermediate layer positioned between a core and the outermost layer, the
intermediate layer is preferably between 20 to 40 mm thick. However some benefit is obtained with quite a thin intermediate layer, say down to 5 mm, but the preferred minimum thickness is 10 mm. In any event, it is preferred that the outermost layer is thinner, in the radial direction, than the intermediate layer.

Preferably the Young’s Modulus of the material of the inner layer lies in the range of about 40 GPa to about 150 GPa, this covering magnesium at the lower end (about 44 GPa) and copper at the upper end (about 120 GPa). The preferred range however is 40 GPa to 120 GPa, with aluminium (about 70 GPa) as the preferred material. Materials with very low Young’s Modulus, for example flexible plastics material or rubber, are not suitable since these will not have sufficient strength to transmit the very considerable drive forces which are involved in the rolling of metals. Moreover the outer shell of the roll will be able to move too much relative to the core. In addition, such materials will tend to act simply in the manner of a flexible coupling, and will not provide the composite effect required. Rather, what is needed is a structure in which the outermost hard layer and the inner compliant layer act together to provide the required effective Young’s Modulus.

A work roll having a composite structure such as discussed above will have a Young’s modulus which is the resultant of the Young’s modulus of the component materials making up the roll. Such a work roll is said to have an effective Young’s modulus such that the elastic response of the composite roll to an applied load is the same as that of a solid roll of the same external dimensions made of a material having a Young’s modulus equal to the effective Young’s modulus.

A way of calculating/measuring the effective Young’s modulus of such a composite roll will be described below with reference to Figure 2 which shows part of the circumference of a work roll 1.

If the elastic surface deflection of a composite roll 1 under a given pressure is \( h \), the effective Young’s Modulus of that roll is equal to the
Young's Modulus of a material which when made into a solid roll of the same diameter, is deflected by the same amount, \( h \), under the same pressure.

Embodiments of the present invention will now be described by way of example with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a cross-sectional view of closed gap rolling of metal sheet taken perpendicular to the direction of travel of the metal sheet;

Figure 2 is a diagram illustrating how an effective Young's modulus may be calculated;

Figure 3 is a cross-sectional view of a first embodiment of a compliant roll having a composite structure in accordance with the present invention;

Figure 4 is a graph of relative deformation against layer thickness and effective Young's Modulus for the embodiment of Figure 3;

Figure 5 is a cross-sectional view of an alternative embodiment of a compliant roll having a composite structure in accordance with the present invention;

Figures 6A-C are graphs of relative deformation against layer thickness and effective Young's Modulus for the embodiment of Figure 5;

Figure 7 is a graph of throughput speed against layer thickness for the embodiment of Figure 5;

Figure 8 is a graph of throughput normalised speed against normalised effective Young's modulus; and

Figure 9 is a cross-sectional view of a compliant roll taken perpendicular to its axis of rotation showing the distribution of stresses in the roll of the present invention.

Referring to Figure 3, there is shown a compliant roll 1 having a composite structure. The roll 1 has a work surface which takes the form of an outer layer 10 made from a material with a high Young's Modulus, for example steel, whilst having an interior 11 made from a material with a lower Young's modulus, for example aluminium or copper, thereby allowing
the work roll to have a work surface which is hard wearing whilst having an
effective Young's modulus that is less than that of steel.

For example, the composite roll of Figure 3 may consist of an
outer steel layer 10 having a Young's modulus of about 210 GPa. The
purpose here is to create a work roll with a work surface that is hard
wearing and which will not stick to the sheet being rolled, but which has an
effective Young's modulus and compliance nearer to that of the underlying
aluminium. The aluminium core 11 is cylindrical in shape and has a
constant cross section along the working length of the roll. The outer steel
layer 10 is of a hollow cylindrical shape and is joined to the core 11 by any
suitable means, such as shrink fitting or adhesive, or the core may be cast
in situ into the interior of the cylindrical layer 10.

Figure 4 shows how the effective Young's modulus of the composite
work roll can be varied by changing the thickness of the outer steel layer
10. The vertical axis shows relative deformation, which is in arbitrary units
of length, being the response of the elastic system to the application of an
arbitrary loading. The only requirement is that the deformation is small
compared with the roll diameter. The leftmost dotted curve represents the
total deformation of the roll when a force is applied across the roll diameter,
as during the rolling operation. Some of this deformation is due to bulk
deformation of the roll – it becomes slightly elliptical – and the remainder is
due to local deformation at the roll surface around the point of contact. It is
this local deformation that is most relevant to closed gap rolling and the
leftmost solid curve thus shows the local deformation only. It will be noted
that the local deformation becomes insensitive to layer thickness at much
smaller thicknesses than the total deformation; this is to be expected since
the surface effects penetrate only a small distance into the roll. It will also
be noted that, when the outer layer is relatively thick (more than 20 mm),
the deformation is similar to that of solid steel whereas when the layer is
relatively thin (for example 1 mm) it is very similar to that of aluminium.
Therefore a 1 mm thick sleeve of steel shrunk on to an aluminium base would produce a roll with a compliance only slightly lower than that of pure aluminium and so the roll would have a Young's modulus of 43% that of steel. Using such a composite structure for the work rolls would thus allow foil to be rolled about 50% faster than the conventional speeds employed with steel work rolls.

The two rightmost curves indicate the effective Young's modulus for varying thicknesses of layer 10. As before, there are two curves: a solid curve for total deformation and a dotted curve for local deformation. Both curves illustrate how the deformation of the surface varies with Young's modulus from a value of about 70 GPa (corresponding to solid aluminium), to 200 GPa (corresponding to just less than solid steel). This deformation is related to the gauge which would be rolled in closed gap rolling which, with solid steel rolls can vary from about 0.050 to about 0.006 mm. With compliant rolls, closed gap rolling could begin at a thicker gauge. In practice, the mill speed would be increased to bring about closed gap rolling at about the same gauge as it would occur with solid steel rolls.

The effective Young's modulus of the composite work roll shown in Figure 3 may be obtained by first reading up from a particular value of layer thickness to the local deformation/layer thickness curve and then reading across horizontally to the local deformation/Young's modulus curve to obtain the value of Young's modulus. For example, if the thickness of layer 10 is 10 mm, this can be read from the curve of local deformation/layer thickness to a value of approximately 0.55 which is then read across horizontally to the local deformation/Young's modulus curve to give a value of effective Young's modulus of approximately 152 GPa.

A similar structure for a compliant roll is shown in Figure 5. In this case the roll consists of a core 12 of steel with an intermediate layer 13 made of a lower Young's Modulus material such as aluminium, and an outer layer 14 made of a higher Young's modulus material such as steel or chrome. The intermediate layer 13 has a uniform cross section along the
length of the roll – i.e. its radial thickness is the same at all points along the roll. This structure can be produced using an old, worn steel roll to which the aluminium intermediate layer 13 is applied either mechanically in the form of a sleeve or for example using flame spraying. Finally, the outer layer 14 is applied over the top of the intermediate layer. The outer layer 14 may be applied for example electrolytically or by means of flame or plasma spraying.

The graphs of Figure 6 correspond to those of Figure 4, but for the embodiment of Figure 5. Each of the graphs A, B and C in Figure 6 plot the relative deformation against the radial thickness of an outer layer 14 of steel for a different radial thickness of the intermediate layer 13:

- Figure 6A – intermediate layer thickness = 10 mm
- Figure 6B – intermediate layer thickness = 20 mm
- Figure 6C – intermediate layer thickness = 30 mm

Figure 6A shows that when the steel outer layer 14 is 10 mm thick, the effective Young’s modulus is about 180 GPa, which is quite close to the solid steel value of 210 GPa. The corresponding values for Figures 6B and 6C are 163 GPa and 157 GPa respectively.

Figure 7 illustrates the effect of different thicknesses of outer layer 14 on the speed of closed gap rolling. In particular, the graph shows the enhancement in speed which is obtainable over the use of solid steel rolls. The graph relates to the embodiment of Figure 5, and separately charts the speeds for different radial thicknesses of the intermediate layer 13. The lower curve is for an intermediate layer of 10 mm thickness aluminium, the middle curve is 20 mm thick aluminium and the upper curve is 30 mm thick aluminium.

Figure 8 illustrates more directly the effect of different effective Young’s moduli on the speed of closed gap rolling. The horizontal axis of the graph is a dimensionless quantity representing the measured effective Young’s modulus compared with that of solid steel. The graph is valid for all rolls within the normal expected size range and or all representative
loads. The three curves coincide for mill loads of 0.5 to 0.7 kN/mm, these values being typical of those found in closed gap foil rolling. Mill load is expressed as load in kN per unit width of the roll.

As already mentioned, it is advantageous to use as thick a steel outer layer as possible because this layer is subject to frequent re-grinds during service. For this reason it is also advantageous to use a relatively thick under-lying aluminium layer in order to achieve an effective Young’s Modulus which gives significant speed increase. However, increasing the layer thickness above 30 mm has only a relatively small effect as can be seen by comparing Figs 6B and 6C when only a small reduction in the effective Young’s Modulus was achieved for a layer thickness change from 20 to 30 mm.

Furthermore, increasing the aluminium layer thickness too much can cause another problem. The higher thermal expansion coefficient of aluminium causes an increase in the thermal expansion of the roll which can give rise to an increase in thermal camber (different in expansion between strip centre and strip edge) – which can give rise to strip flatness problems. For these reasons a suitable combination of intermediate and outer layer thicknesses is 30 mm for the intermediate (aluminium) layer and between 5 and 8 mm for the outer (steel) layer.

Other composite structures having an effective Young’s modulus less than that of steel can be envisaged that would be in accordance with the present invention and an example is given below.

Using a set of compliant rolls as described above, a given roll flattening is obtained using a lower load by using a material or roll structure with a low effective Young’s Modulus. Counter to conventional thinking, this allows the mill to be operated at a higher speed for given gauge and friction conditions.

The amount of roll flattening is also affected by the local pressure between the sheet and work rolls. This pressure decreases with increasing speed. Thus, increasing speed decreases roll flattening and decreases the
rolled thickness. Because of this effect, speed is normally used to control the gauge of the sheet. Going faster makes the sheet thinner, going slower makes the sheet thicker. Making the work rolls more compliant, as in the present invention, allows the same gauge of foil to be rolled with the mill running faster. This has great productivity benefits.

The effect of changing the Young's modulus of the work roll is illustrated below in the table of results from a theoretical model according to the present invention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Base Value</th>
<th>Speed change [m/min]</th>
<th>% Speed change for 50% decrease in Young's Modulus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WR elastic modulus [x10^11 Pa]</td>
<td>2.04 (steel)</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen from the table above that a 50% change in Young's modulus can yield a 38% change in rolling speed. Thus, if the Young's modulus of the work rolls is halved to 100 GPa, the rolling speeds can be increased by 38% for the same gauge and other conditions.

The distribution of stresses in such a composite work roll is shown in Figure 9 which illustrates a portion of the outer shell 10/14 of the roll. It can be seen that the stresses from contact with the metal sheet are very intense in the locality 15 of the contact, but are also present in the substrate. The characteristics of the substrate will therefore influence the effective Young's modulus of a composite roll.

Although the embodiments described above by way of example refer to closed gap rolling, the method of the present invention may also be applied advantageously to near closed gap rolling and to open gap cold rolling. Near closed gap rolling refers to when the work rolls are positioned in use such that the opposing edges of their circumferential surfaces are very close but not touching.
Compliant rolls may also be used when metal sheet is pack rolled, thereby minimising the number of passes needed for producing foil of a required gauge. Pack rolling is the process where a sandwich of two or more layers of metal sheet is fed into the roll gap between the work rolls. On separating the two or more sheets, the sides in contact with the rolls have a shiny surface and the inner surfaces are matt.

The presence of front and back tension in the plane of the metal sheet can also materially affect the rolling load. Back tension is about twice as effective in reducing the rolling load as front tension. It is therefore a preferred feature of the method of using the compliant rolls to have a back tension applied to the metal sheet during the rolling process.

It is further preferred to use a mill with four high stands with work rolls having small diameters of typically between 200 to 450mm and back up rolls having diameters of typically between 800 and 1000mm. Using small diameter work rolls helps to reduce the rolling load through reduced arc if contact between the strip and the work rolls. However, the present invention is not restricted to the use of four high mills and other types of mills may be used advantageously.

It was mentioned above that roll diameter, being a component of the overall compliance of the roll, will also have an effect on the speed of rolling. In fact, the effect of roll diameter on the speed of rolling in closed gap mode is very similar to that of effective Young's modulus. Thus a 10% decrease in effective Young's modulus would give the same effect as a 10% increase in roll diameter. However, since mills are designed to run with only a very small range of roll diameters, it is much more convenient to use the effective Young's modulus than the roll diameter as a means of speed increase.
CLAIMS

1. A method of reducing the thickness of metal sheet by cold rolling, said method comprising rolling the metal sheet at least once using work rolls at least one of which is a roll having an effective Young's Modulus in the range 40 GPa to 190 GPa.

2. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the work rolls are positioned, in use, such that their circumferential surfaces are adjacent but not touching.

3. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the work rolls are used in closed gap rolling of the metal foil.

4. A method as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, wherein two or more layers of metal sheet are passed simultaneously through the work rolls.

5. A method as claimed in any one of the preceding claims wherein said at least one roll has a composite structure comprising an outermost cylindrical layer and at least one cylindrical inner layer, joined to the outer layer, wherein the Young's modulus of the material of the inner layer is lower than that of the outermost layer.

6. A method as claimed in claim 5 wherein said cylindrical inner layer has a constant cross section along the working length of the roll.

7. A method as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, further comprising the step of providing back tension in the plane of the metal sheet along its axis of travel.
8. A work roll for use in the reduction of the thickness of metal sheet, the work roll having an effective Young's Modulus in the range 40 GPa to 190 GPa.

9. A work roll as claimed in claim 8 wherein the roll has a composite structure comprising an outermost cylindrical layer and at least one cylindrical inner layer, joined to the outer layer, and wherein the Young's modulus of the material of the inner layer is lower than that of the outermost layer.

10. A work roll as claimed in claim 9 wherein said cylindrical inner layer has a constant cross section along the working length of the roll.

11. A work roll as claimed in either one of claims 9 or 10 wherein the radial thickness of the outermost layer is less than that of the inner layer.

12. A work roll as claimed in any one of claims 9 to 11 wherein the Young's Modulus of the inner layer is in the range 40 GPa to 150 GPa.

13. A work roll as claimed in claim 12 wherein the Young's Modulus of the inner layer is in the range 40 GPa to 120 GPa.

14. A work roll as claimed in any one of claims 9 to 13 wherein the inner layer is made of aluminium or an alloy thereof.

15. A work roll as claimed in any one of claims 9 to 14 wherein the outer layer is of steel.

16. A work roll as claimed in any one of claims 9 to 15 wherein the outer layer has a radial thickness in the range 4 mm to 20 mm.
17. A work roll as claimed in claim 16 wherein the outer layer has a radial thickness greater than 5 mm.

18. A work roll as claimed in either one of claims 16 or 17 wherein the outer layer has a radial thickness of less than 8 mm.

19. A work roll as claimed in any one of claims 9 to 18 wherein said inner layer comprises the core of the roll.

20. A work roll as claimed in claim 19 wherein the inner layer is an intermediate layer positioned coaxially between the outermost layer and a cylindrical core.

21. A work roll as claimed in claim 20 wherein the intermediate layer has a constant radial thickness along the length of the roll.

22. A work roll as claimed in either one of claims 20 or 21 wherein the intermediate layer has a radial thickness in the range 5 mm to 40 mm.

23. A work roll as claimed in claim 22 wherein the intermediate layer has a radial thickness in the range 20 mm to 40 mm.

24. A work roll as claimed in any one of claims 8 to 23, wherein the work roll has a diameter in the range 200 to 450 mm.

25. A work roll as claimed in any one of claims 8 to 24, wherein the work roll has an effective Young's Modulus of less than 180 GPa.

26. A work roll as claimed in claim 25 wherein the work roll has an effective Young's Modulus of less than 150 GPa.
27. A work roll as claimed in claim 26 wherein the work roll has a Young's modulus of less than 120 GPa.

28. A rolling mill for the production of aluminium foil, said rolling mill comprising at least one work roll as claimed in any one of claims 8 to 27.
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